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Summary 

Cytogenetic studies have been carried out on 17 children with 
acute nonlymphocytic leukaemia (ANLL). Of the 16 patients 
analysed at diagnosis, 11 had acquired clonal chromosome abnor- 
malities. Four out of seven cases with acute myeloid leukaemia 
(M2) had 8;21 translocations, two of which were variants. Com- 
parisons with other data on ANLL confirmed the association 
between the 8;21 translocation and the younger age groups. There 
are indications that the Netherlands may be a high incidence area 
for this translocation. Differences in the type of chromosome 
anomalies between childhood and adult ANLL were evident sug- 
gesting that different aetiologic factors may be involved. 

Abbreviations 

APL, acute promyelocytic leukaemia 
ANLL, acute nonlymphocytic leukaemia 
FAB, French-American-British cooperative group 
Standard nomenclature (12) for chromosomal abberations de- 
scribed in the text: 

p, short arm of chromosome 
q, long arm of chromosome 
+/-, placed before the appropriate symbol indicates additional 

or missing whole chromosomes; placed after a symbol indi- 
cates an increase or decrease in the length of a chromosome, 
an arm or region of a chromosome 

del, deletion 
inv, inversion 
mar, marker chromosome 
t, translocation 

Although extensive cytogenetic investigations have been carried 
out on acute nonlymphocytic leukaemia (ANLL) (6, 21), only a 
few reports have concentrated on the variation observed in chil- 
dren (1, 8, 16). Benedict et al. (1) and Rowley (18) have suggested 
that the range of chromosomal anomalies in childhood ANLL is 
different from that found in adults. We wish to report our expe- 
rience with seventeen new cases. A comparison of our data with 
those already described in the literature revealed cytogenetic 
differences in acute myeloid leukaemia between childhood and 
adult cases with a higher frequency of the t(8;21) in the younger 
age group. There is a possibility that the Netherlands may be a 
high incidence area for this translocation. Variation in the occur- 
rence of the 8;21 translocation may also reflect the type of aetio- 
logic agents involved in the leukaemic transformation. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Patient material. These investigations were carried out on an 
unselected sample of children with ANLL who had been referred 
to the Emma Kinderziekenhuis (15 cases) and the Academic 
Hospital of the Free University in Amsterdam (2 cases) over a 
period of 5 years. 

The different types of ANLL were classified according to the 
recommendations of the French-American-British (FAB) coop- 
erative group (2). 

MI, acute myeloblastic leukaemia without maturation at or 
beyond the promyelocytic stage 

M2, acute myeloblastic leukaemia with maturation at or beyond 
promyelocytic stage 

Ms, acute promyelocytic leukaemia 
M4, acute myelomonocytic leukaemia 
Ms. acute monoblastic leukaemia 
M& erythroleukaemia 
Cytogenetic methods. Cytogenetic studies were carried out on 

metaphases obtained by directly harvesting fresh bone marrow 
aspirates and/or unstimulated blood cultures harvested at 24 and 
48 h. In two instances the bone marrow was examined both 
directly and after 24 h in vitro. All methods were carried out as 
previously described (22). 

All metaphases were examined using Q-banding (Atebrin). 
Attempts were made to fully analyse at least thirty metaphases 
from each sample (range 30-1 13) (Table 1). This was not possible 
in three cases (MG, WR, and PS). Karyotyping was carried out 
according to the International System for Human Cytogenetic 
Nomenclature (12). An abnormal clone was defined as follows: 
(1) two or more metaphases with an identical structural anomaly; 
(2) two or more metaphases with identical extra chromosomes; or 
(3) three or more metaphases with an identical missing chromo- 
some. 

RESULTS 

Cytogenetic studies were carried out on 16 patients at diagnosis 
and on one patient in relapse, the data being summarised in Table 
1. Of the 16 patients studied at diagnosis, 11 had acquired clonal 
chromosomal abnormalities (69%). 

Acute myeloid leukaemia (FAB type MI-M2). NO cases of MI are 
studied. Four of the seven patients with M2 had an 8;21 translo- 
cation, t(8;21)(q22;q22). Among these seven, patient RV was 
found to have two abnormal cell lines: the majority of cells missing 
a Y chromosome in addition to the 8;2 1 translocation, and a small 
line carrying only the translocation. A single cell with additional 
changes was also seen. A sex chromosome was also found to be 
missing in patient MGr but here, other cytogenetic variation was 
present with the stemline being monosomic for chromosome 9 and 
having an additional chromosome 17. Two variant 8;2 1 translo- 
cations were seen (Fig. 1). In patient MJ this involved a pericentric 
inversion of chromosome number 8 ie., t(8;2 1)(2 1qter+2 1 
q22::8p21-38q22::8p21+8pter; 21pter-+21q22::8q22+8qter). The 
other variant, found in WR, was a three-way translocation includ- 
ing chromosome number 17 i.e., t(8;17;21) (8pter+8q22::21q22-+ 
21 qter; 17pter+ 17q23::8q22+8qter; 2lpter+2 1 q22:: 17q23+ 
17qter). Single cells with additional variation were also observed 
in patients MJ and WR. Two other cases had normal karyotypes 
on diagnosis and the final patient JV had a clone with +4 and 
+8. 
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Fig. 1. Partial Q-banded bone marrow karyotypes showing variant 8;21 translocations found in two cases with Mz. (a) Patient MJ: 
t(8;21)(21qter+21q22::8p21+8q22::8p21+8pter; 21pter+21q22::8q22+8qter). (b) Patient WR: t(8; 17;21)(8pter+8q22::21q22+2lqter; 17pter- 
17q23::8q22+8qter; 21pter+21q22::17q23+ 17qter). 

Fig. 2. Q-banded karyotype found in bone marrow cells of patient GW with M4: 45,XY,t(2;4)(p21;q21),-16,21q+. 
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Acutepromyelocytic leukaemia (FAB type Ma). The single patient 
studied had the typical t(15;17)(q25;q22) and no other abnormal- 
ities. 

Acute myelomonocytic leukaemia (FAB type M4). Three of the 
four instances had abnormal karyotypes. One (EH) had a cell line 
with an additional chromosome number 8, and another (GW) was 
monosomic for chromosome 16 and had a 21q+ marker (Fig. 2). 
The third was patient PS where only 11 metaphases were examined 
but two were missing a Y chromosome, the significance of which 
is difficult to assess because of the small number of metaphases 
analysed. 

Acute monoblastic leukaemia (FAB type M5). The single case 
studied at diagnosis involved a congenital leukaemia (SS). All 
cells studied from unstimulated blood cultures had an abnormal 
karyotype: 47,XY,t(7; 12)(q3 l;p12),+ 19 (Fig. 3). The relapse Mg 
patient (AW) had no chromosomal abnormalities. 

Erythroleukaemia (FAB type Ms). All three cases had chromo- 
somal variation. In one patient (PD) this was clonal and involved 
a possible complex translocation between chromosomes numbers 
6, 10, 13 and 18, i.e., t(6; 10;13;18)(6qter+6p23::13q14+ 13qter; 
l0pter+10q21::18q21+18qter; 13pter+13q14::1Oq21+lOqter; 
18pter+18q21::6~23+6pter) (Fig. 4). Patient CK, when first ex- 
amined, had two abnormal cells both trisomic for chromosomes 
7, 19, and 21, but one was missing a Y and the other missing a 
number 3. Four abnormal cells were found in patient ED, each 
with a different karyotype. 

Serial studies. These were possible in four instances. Patient RV 
(M2) reverted to a normal karyotype during remission and patient 
YS (Mz) maintained a normal karyotype at the first relapse 6% 
months after diagnosis. Clonal evolution was observed in two 
cases. Patient JV (M2) was examined at the first and second 
relapse, 23 and 25% months after diagnosis. At the first relapse 
the original abnormal cell line 48,XX,+4,+8 was predominant 
and a single cell was found with an extra marker chromosome of 
unknown origin. Analysis of the second relapse revealed an ad- 
ditional abnormality in 52% of cells i.e., 48,XX,+4,+8,17q+. The 
original cell line was still present and two other cells showed extra 
marker chromosomes. Patient CK (Me) was examined during 
three relapses, 3, 5, and 13 wk respectively after the first exami- 
nation. At the first relapse, two cell lines were found in the bone 
marrow both with additional chromosomes 7, 19, and 21. The 
minor line was also missing a chromosome 20. On the second 
relapse the line with 49 chromosomes was predominant in the 
bone marrow. By the third relapse this had almost totally replaced 
those bone marrow cells with a normal karyotype. Additional 
variation was found in the peripheral blood at this time with a 
small side line carrying an additional marker chromosome (Fig. 
5). Other variation involving single cells was also present. 

DISCUSSION 

Benedict et al. (I), Hagemeijer et al. (8), and Morse et al. (16) 
have written papers specifically on ANLL in childhood. It is also 
possible to extract the childhood cases from other large series 
based on all age groups (9, 18). This information together with the 
data from the present study is summarised in Table 2. Table 3 
examines the chromosomal anomalies found in each FAB type. 
Unfortunately this classification was not used in three of the 
studies (1, 8, 16) and therefore they are not included. 

The % of children with acquired clonal abnormalities on diag- 
nosis varies 50-82% (Table 2) whilst an incidence of 50% was 
reported for ANLL of all ages at the First International Workshop 
on Chromosomes in Leukemia (6). We will now compare our 
findings with those reported in the literature for the various FAB 
types. 

Acute myeloid leukaemia (FAB type M2). In the present study 
four of the seven patients (57%) with M:! had an 8;2 1 translocation. 
A figure of 67% was reported by Hagemeijer et al. (9) for other 
childhood cases. The t(8;21) was also most commonly found in 
the 0-19 year age groups in Rowley's series but at a value of 
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Fig. 3. Q-banded karyotype found in unstimulated blood cultures of patient SS with M5: 47,XY,t(7;12) (931;~12),+19. 

3 1.25% (Table 3). The Second International Workshop on Chro- 
mosomes in Leukemia (21) gave an incidence of 9.3% for all age 
groups. This translocation would therefore appear to be more 
frequently associated with Mz type childhood ANLL than with 
the same disease in older patients. 

Geographic variation was also found in the incidence of this 
translocation, with Japan as a high level area (30.4%) and Europe 
as a low area (London one in 35, Paris one in 23) (21). Combining 
our data with that of Hagemeijer et al. (9) an incidence of 61.5% 
for t(8;21) in childhood Mz ANLL is obtained for two regional 
centres in The Netherlands. The series of Rowley (18) contains 
five childhood cases with this translocation, four of which were of 
Russian origin; data from Australia, Sweden, and the United 
States produced only one case. This suggests that geographic 
variation in the frequency of the 8;21 translocation also exists in 
childhood ANLL but with a high incidence in Europe in contrast 
with the findings of the Second International Workshop referred 
to above. 

Two of the four 8;21 translocations in the present study were 
atypical, one showing a pericentric inversion of chromosome 8 
and the other a three-way translocation of chromosomes 8, 17, 
and 21. Although not common, similar variation has been previ- 

ously reported (10, 14, 17). Our two nonvariant 8;21 translocations 
were both associated with the loss of a sex chromosome and in 
one of these (patient RV) the loss of the Y chromosome appeared 
to occur secondarily to the 8;21 translocation. Two out of four 
(8;21) childhood patients of Hagemeijer et al. (9) also had lost a 
sex chromosome. The Second International Workshop on Chro- 
mosomes in Leukemia (18) reported an incidence of 33% for sex 
chromosome loss for patients within the t(8;21) category. 

Acutepromyelocytic leukaemia (FAB type M3). Of the remaining 
FAB types of ANLL only acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL) 
has been shown to be associated with a specific chromosome 
abnormality t(15;17) which appears to have a unique geographic 
distribution (21). In the present series the one case examined was 
found to have this translocation and the patient was born in the 
high incident region i.e., Belgium. In three other cases of childhood 
APL recently reported, one was found to have the t(15;17) (7). 

Acute myelomonocytic, acute monoblastic and erythroleukaemias 
(FAB types M4, M6, and Ms). Translocations involving the long 
arm of chromosome number 11 appear to be preferentially in- 
volved with M4 and M5 diagnosis in ANLL (3, 4, 24). Recently 
Hagemeijer et al. (1 1) reported three cases of acute monoblastic 
leukaemia (M5) with an apparently balanced translocation 
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Fig. 4. Q-banded karyotype found in bone marrow cells of patient PD with Ms: 46,XY,t(6;10;13;18)(6qter+6p23::13q15+13qter; 
10pter+ 10q21::18q21-+18qter; 13pter+13q14::10q2l+lOqter; 18pterj 18q21::6p23+6pter). 

t(9; 1 l)(p21;q23). Up until the present time these translocations do 
not appear to be correlated with any particular age group. In the 
present study the single case of Mg studied at diagnosis had no 
apparent abnormalities of chromosome number 11. 

Of interest is the large number of Me patients in the combined 
Dutch studies compared with the childhood data of Rowley (18) 
(Table 3). All five of these patients had chromosomal abnormali- 
ties in the leukaemic cells. 

Serial studies. Serial cytogenetic studies involving diagnosis and 
relapse were carried out in three patients. Additional cytogenetic 
variation was observed during relapse in two of these. In one 
patient (JV), originally with a 48,XX,+4,+8 clone, the finding of 
an additional 17q+ chromosome at the second relapse correlated 
with resistance to drug therapy. One patient (RV) with an abnor- 
mal clone at diagnosis was cytogenetically normal during remis- 
sion. The present series is too small to draw any meaningful 
conclusions about the influence of karyotype on survival. 

Other cytogenetic variation found in childhood ANLL. In the 
present study trisomy 21 was seen as a clonal anomaly in one 
patient (CK) but a 2Iq+ chromosome of unknown origin was also 
found in one other (GW). Changes in chromosome 21 could be 
important in the development of acute leukaemia. The finding of 
an extra 21 in four of a series of 60 children with ANLL has led 
Rowley (19) to suggest that the increased risk of leukaemia in 
Down's syndrome patients may be due to the presence of an extra 

chromosome 21. A gain in this chromosome was also evident in 
children with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia who had more than 
50 chromosomes in their leukaemic cells (23). As already has been 
shown, variation in chromosome 21 in the form of the 8;21 
translocation is relatively common in ANLL. The role of specific 
translocations in malignant development has been discussed by 
Klein (13). He suggested that the genetic exchange may result in 
a promotor effect being exerted on the translocated segment(s). 
Such a mechanism could be operating in the 8;21 translocation, 
which could then result in the same genetic effect on the cell as an 
extra 21 chromosome. 

In addition to the 8;21 translocation, changes in chromosomes 
8, 5, and 7, namely +8, -5/5q-, and -7/7q-, are relatively 
common in ANLL. In a series of 239 patients of all ages, Rowley 
(18) found that this variation occurred predominantly in the MI- 
M2 category especially in cases aged 50 and above. 

From the present study and those of Benedict et al. (l), Morse 
et al. (16) and Hagemeijer et al. (9) it can be shown that children 
with (M1-M2) have lower incidence (6/33) of variation in these 
chromosomes apart from the 8;21 translocation. This reinforces 
Rowley's findings that these changes appear to occur more com- 
monly in older patients. 

Leukaemias developing secondarily to treatment of some other 
disease have been shown to have a high incidence of chromosomal 
abnormalities, especially long arm deletions and monosomies of 
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Fig. 5. Q-banded karyotype found in unstimulated blood cultures of patient CK with Ms in relapse: 50,XY,+7,+19,+21,+mar. 

Table 2. Incidence of clonal variation in 97 cases of childhood acute nonlymphocytic leukaemia examined at diagnosis 

Hagemeijer el al. 
Benedict el al. (1) Morse et al. (16) Rowley (18) Present study 

(8, 9) 

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Patients with normal karyotypes I I 50 3 23 4 18 10 42 5 3 1 
Patients with clonal abnormalities I I 50 10 77 18 82 14 58 1 I 69 
Total number of patients 22 13 22 24 16 

chromosomes 5 and 7 (20), as do individuals with ANLL previ- 
ously exposed to potential mutagenic/carcinogenic agents (15). 
The lower incidence of these cytogenetic aberrations in the 
younger age groups, at least in type MI and Mz, tends to suggest 
that the type(s) of aetiologic agent(s) involved in malignant trans- 
formation in these cases could be different from those acting in 
older populations. Differences among the incidences of the 8;21 
translocation between these two age groups reinforces this argu- 
ment. 

Trisomy 19 was present as a clonal abnormality in two patients 
of the present series (Table 1: SS and CK), and in a single 

abnormal cell of patient ED. Four other instances have been 
reported in childhood ANLL (1, 9, 16), each with additional 
cytogenetic variation. 

Our study therefore supports the claim that the range of cyto- 
genetic variations observed in childhood ANLL on diagnosis is 
different from that found in adult ANLL. There are indications 
that geographic variation may exist within the range of chromo- 
somal abnormalities observed in the younger age group. Conse- 
quently there are dangers in pooling large series of data, which 
may disguise specific regional and age-dependant cytogenetic 
variations. Recently Fialkow et al. (5), using glucose-6-phosphate- 
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Table 3.  Clonal variation found in 56 cases of childhood acute 
nonlymphocytic leukaemia examined at diagnosis 

Hagemeijer et al. Rowley Present 

FAB Karyotype (9) (18) study 

MI-Mz -5q/5q- 1 

-7/7q- (1)' 2 
+8 1 1 

t(8;2 1) 4' 5 4 
other  2 1 
normal  6 2 
Total  6 16 7 

t(15;17) 
other 
normal  
Total  

-5 
-7/7q- 22 
+ 8 1 (1j2 
other I 
normal  
Total  4 

abnormal  4 
normal  
Total  4" 

Ms abnormal  3 
normal  
Total  3 

' I patient with 7q-,t(8;2 1). 
1 patient with -7,+8. 
1 patient originally classified as MI (ref. 9), later reclassified as Ma 

(ref. 10). 

dehydrogenase estimations, demonstrated differences in the stem 
cell origin of childhood and adult ANLL and suggested that this 
could reflect aetiologic differences. Cytogenetic studies tend to 
support this hypothesis. 
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